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I.          Course Overview:

Structure in Language and Literature I, level 4, is an intensive course designed to build vocabulary,

reinforce grammatical principles, introduce analytical writing, and enhance speaking, listening, and

viewing skills, while developing an appreciation for classical and modern literature.  Students will write

regularly on a variety of topics related to the works studied as they learn the structure and content of

literary analysis.  They will also study vocabulary and grammar to develop further expository writing

ability.  Additionally, this course of study provides for MCAS preparation, as well as continuation in honors

classes throughout high school years.

II.        Successful Learning:

To insure success in this class, the student must:

o   Report to class on time.

o   Come prepared with the homework and all necessary materials, including books, notebooks, writing

utensils, and iPad.

o   Keep all work returned to study, correct, or resubmit as needed.

o   Take good notes in class.

o   Read all assignments carefully and on time, it is really hard to be engaged in class if you are not

reading!!!

o   Actively participate in a meaningful way.

o   Be attentive, curious, and diligent.

o   Give a dedicated effort – your iPad is going to fight for all of your attention, resist the urge to

slack off.

o   Don’t be afraid to ask for help!!!  It is your responsibility to ask for help when you need it.

o   Be respectful and courteous to each other and to me.

o   Show respect in the classroom for the sharing of diverse ideas, everyone has an opinion that should be

considered and respected.

III.       Student Learning Expectations:

By the completion of this course, successful students will be able to:

o   Employ current technology intelligently to investigate, create, communicate, and produce

o   Apply a variety of problem-solving strategies

o   Write effectively

o   Communicate orally

o   Read critically

o   Demonstrate self-control and respect for all individuals



o   Pursue/participate in modes of artistic and creative expressions

o   Acquire academic and social skills that foster lifelong learning and responsible citizenship

IV.           Expected Outcomes:

At the completion of this course, the student should be able to:

o   Comprehend and interpret classical and modern prose.

o   Comprehend and interpret classical and modern poetry.

o   Connect his or her life to the themes learned in class.

o   Employ the ability to read, discuss, and write intelligently.

o   Be comfortable as both a reader and a writer.

o   Use new vocabulary confidently.

o   Understand & utilize the rules of English grammar.

o   Understand & articulate how writers use language to communicate ideas, feelings, and opinions.

o   Communicate comfortably and confidently in both formal speeches and informal discussions.

V.             Topics/Content:

Areas covered include:

o   Readings:  Literature will likely be selected from the following:  Great Expectations, Romeo and Juliet, Lord

of the Flies, To Kill A Mockingbird, House on Mango Street and The Odyssey. In addition, the anthologies,

Adventures in Appreciation and Once Upon a Childhood: Stories and Memoirs of American Youth will be the

sources for short stories, poetry and non-fiction selections.

o   Vocabulary:  BHS Online Vocabulary Text found at bhsvocabulary.com

·       Semester I (September-January): Unit 1, Chapters 1-9

·       Semester II (February-June):  Unit 2, Chapters 1-9

o   Writing:

·       Focus on essay development

·       Participate in online journals

·       Tackle creative assignments occasionally

o   Grammar:  Individualized grammar program and supplementary materials

VI.           Assessing Progress: A variety of testing and assessment procedures will take place during and

following each unit. Group work, papers written both in class and at home, quizzes, reading comprehension

exercises, and tests are incorporated in the study of literature. Vocabulary quizzes and tests occur

throughout the term and cumulative exams will transpire at the end of each semester. Grammar concepts

are also evaluated throughout the year in papers and essays. There is the possibility for extra credit each

term, which will be announced throughout the school year.

You are required to participate in an online journal exercise throughout the school year. Journal

assignments will be given primarily on long period days and will cover a variety of current topics. Journal

assignments will be checked for both homework and participation grades.

Term averages are calculated using the following percentages:

Writing Assignments/Major Projects/Tests             45%

 Quizzes & Minor Projects 30%



 Homework 15%

Class Participation 10%

VII.         Classroom Expectations: The rules in the student handbook apply.

Cheating/Plagiarism: No form of cheating or plagiarism will be tolerated. For any infraction of cheating or

plagiarism (including the first), the student will receive a zero on the assignment or assessment, and

parents/guardians will be notified, as per the student handbook. The definition of plagiarism is “to steal and

pass off the ideas or words of another as one's own.” Please note that plagiarism includes all forms of stealing

words or ideas – no copying from books, web sites, SparkNotes, or each other. So, with that in mind, every

major writing assignment will be required to be sent to turnitin.com.

Class Participation: Class participation encompasses both the little things and the big things. Attendance is

crucial for success, and students are expected to arrive on time, fully prepared (homework done; writing

implements, books and notebooks present) for the day’s work. Students should be ready and willing to work

both individually and in groups. Journals and online discussions will also be used to assess participation.

Deviation from these will result in a lowered class participation grade. Every time I have to speak to you

regarding inappropriate iPad use (i.e. Facebook during class time, games, youtube, etc.) your

participation grade will suffer, so use your iPads wisely!

Do not be late for class! For every minute you are late you will have to stay after the bell, and I will not

give you a pass to your next class.

All cell phones must be off and put away during class. If I see it, I will take it.

iPods and iPads are permitted during quiet work (certain writing assignments and individual work). If I

see that you are using your iThings while I am talking, or during a quiz or test, you will no longer be

allowed to use the iThing in my class.

Desks should be cleared of everything except what is needed for the class. Do not make a wall using

your bag and books with which to text behind!

All homework assignments, test/quiz dates and due dates of major writing assignments are            

listed on the board for each class and can be found on my blog: mrjpisco.wordpress.com. You are                

expected to take responsibility for keeping up with your assignments when you are absent and              

completing makeup work promptly.

* A final grade below a 57 is considered a fail for the YEAR.

**No more than 8 unexcused absences are allowed per term. More than 8 unexcused absences will               

result in a fail for that term.

VIII.       Homework:

Major Assignments: All essays, papers, projects and other student works will have assigned due dates. The               



writing assignment is due at the beginning of class on that due date. For all major assignments, 10% credit                  

will be deducted from the final grade for each class period that the assignment is late. Students                

who are absent the day an assignment is due are required to pass in that assignment at the beginning of                   

class on the first day they return to class.

Daily Assignments: Homework is a fairly large part of the term average. Therefore, keeping up with

assignments is crucial to the student’s success. Daily homework (including, but not limited to vocabulary

exercises, grammar exercises, reading/journal assignments and outlines) is due at the beginning of class on

the assigned date.

Late homework is not accepted.

Homework assignments can be found on my blog (mrjpisco.wordpress.com); so there are no excuses!

IX.           Make-up Policy: Students who are absent the day that an assignment is due are required to pass

in that assignment on the first day that they return to school.

Assignments: Students are responsible for completing any work that is assigned while they are absent. It is

the responsibility of the absent student to collect these materials before or upon his or her return and

complete the assignments in a timely fashion (within one or two days). If a student is absent for a longer

period of time, the student should see me upon his or her return to discuss an appropriate timeline for

completion of assignments.

Students who are absent the day that an assignment is due are required to pass in that assignment on the

first day that they return to school.

Quizzes or Tests: Students who are absent on the day of a test or quiz are required to complete the test or quiz

as soon as possible after their return to school. Students will need to find the time to take the make-up. Tests

and quizzes can be made up before school, after school or during a study period. It is the student’s

responsibility to schedule the make-up. For any tests and quizzes that are not made up within one

week of the student’s return to school, the student will receive a zero. Students who have been

absent for a longer period of time should see me to set up a schedule for missed tests and quizzes.

If an extended trip is planned where a student will be absent from class, I will be happy to provide

assignments ahead of time. However, requests for work must be in writing and must be received by me at

least a week prior to the trip. Otherwise, I cannot guarantee that I will have all the assignments ready.

Students who are absent sometime between the date that an assignment is given and the due date of that                  

assignment do not receive extra time to complete the work.

I am always available via email to let students know what work they may have missed while                

absent.

X.    Course Materials: All students are required to have the following each day in class:

*  Pen or pencil



*  A folder with pockets for papers

*  The current literature that we are working on

*  Any homework due that day

* Writer’s Notebook

XI. Additional Information:

I am always available after school for makeup work and extra help in Room 217B. Please let me know that

you are planning on coming by after school so I will be sure to be available to you.

Email: jpisco@bpsk12.org

Blog: mrjpisco.wordpress.com

XII. Mr. Pisco’s amendments:

Writer’s Notebook

The Writer’s Notebook is an essential component to this class. Throughout the year, I will be giving
mini-lessons about various topics, which you will store in your notebook as a reference tool. This notebook
will also store your initial ideas for any writing assignments, as well as a place for you to jot down ideas for
writing pieces of your own.

Independent Reading / Reader’s Notebook

Many studies have shown that students who read independently for recreational purposes (i.e. for personal
enjoyment) score much better on state exams than students who do not. These students are also usually
more creative and employ higher level thinking skills than their non-reader peers. Therefore, it is highly
recommended that students bring a book of their own choosing for recreational reading every day, in the
event that they finish classwork early.

Students must also maintain a reader’s notebook in which they write personal responses to whatever they

are reading. Students may also be expected to write literary letters to peers that highlight questions,

problems, thoughts, etc. about whatever the student is reading. These entries will be vital for class

discussion and will be graded.

Grading Criteria

Students will be assessed via the same grading system used by Mrs. Rose. Please note, however, that reading

letters, socratic seminars, and writer’s notebook pages/skills will be graded as quizzes (these will be explained

more thoroughly as the rest of the year goes on).  Be aware that certain behaviors will negatively impact

your grade, such as the use of electronic devices for personal purposes, profanity, sleeping in class, lateness,

and unpreparedness.


